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APOLLO 12 WATER SERVICING
ALTITUDE CHAMBER TESTS
PURPOSE:
THIS REPORT :S A COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION OF THE MATER SERVICING FOR THE APOLLO
12. INCLUDED IS A DISCUSSION OF OPERATIONAL OR HARDWARE INTERFACE PROBLEMS
ENCOUNTERED WITH A COPY OF ALL PERTINENT SAMPLE REPORTS.
SCOPE :
THIS WORK COVERS A PERIOD EXTENDING FROM MAY 2, 1969, TO JUNE 18, 1969, FOR THE
CHAMBER TESTS AND OCTOBER 10, 1969, TO NOVEMBER 13, 1969, FOR THE LAUNCH COUNT-
DOWN.
ALTITUDE CHAMBER TESTS
S/C 108 (COMMAND MODULE)
MAY 23, 1969--SEA LEVEL SIMULATED TEST N0. 1 BACK-UP CREW
MAY 28, 1969--SEA LEVEL SIMULATED TEST N0. 2 PRIME CREW
JUNE 3, 1969--UNMANNED ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST
JUNE 7, 1969--ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST N0. 1 PRIME CREW
JUNE 10, 1969--ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST N0. 2 BACK-UP CREW
LM-6 (LUNAR MODULE)
JUNE 3, 1969--SEA LEVEL SIMULATED TEST NO. 1 PRIME CREW
JUNE 6, 1969--SEA LEVEL SIMULATED TEST N0. 2 BACK-UP CREW
JUNE 11, 1969--UNMANNED ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST
JUNE 13, 1969--ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST N0. 1 • PRIME CREW
JUNE 16, 1969--ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST NO. 2 BACK-UP CREW
JUNE 17, 18, 1969--UNMANNED ALTITUDE CHAMBER TESTS
LAUNCH COUNTDOWN
S/C 108 (COMMAND MODULE)
NOVEMBER 6, 1969, STERILIZATION OF WATER SYSTEM
NOVEMBER 7, 1969, FINAL FILL OF POTABLE TANK FOR LAUNCH
NOVEMBER 13, 1969, T-24 HOUR SAMPLIAG
LM-6 ( LUNAR MODULE)
NOVEMBER 3, 1969, STERILIZATION OF WATER SYSTEM
NOVEMBER 3, 1969, FINAL FILL OF POTABLE TANKS FOR LAUNCH
NOVEMBER 10, 1969, T-4 DAY SAMPLING
NOVEMBER 12, 1969, T-24 HOUR SAMPLING
LAUNCH WAS NOVEMBER 14, 1969, AT 1122 HOURS.
THE SCOPE OF WATER SERVICING INCLUDES THE VERIFICATIOV OF FACILITY DEMINERA-
LIZED WATER, GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WATER UNITS (GSE), LUNAR MODULE (LM),
COMMAND MODULE (CM) SPACECRAFT, PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM (PLSS), LIQUID
COOLING GARMENT (LCG) AND STERILIZATION OF WATER DISPENSERS (WD).
Orm
-2-
VERIFICATION OF THESE SYSTEMS REQUIRES CHEMICAL, MICROBIOLOGICAL AND PARTICULATE
ANALYSIS. ALL ANALYSES WERE PERFORMED BY ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING (EHE)
IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH LABORATORY LOCATED IN THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH FACILITY.
ANALYSIS:
THE	 SPACECRAFT'S WATER	 SYSTEMS WERE	 ANALYZED TO PF SPEC -1A AND LATEST	 REVISION- -1B
DATED JUNE 25,	 1969.	 THE PLSS AND	 LCG WERE VERIFIED BY MSC-C- 27 AND THE WATER
DISPENSER WAS
	
STERILIZED	 BY CLEANING PROCEDURE CSO-A -872, 	REVISION	 A AND	 B.
COLLECTION OF	 SAMPLES WAS	 CARRIED	 OUT	 BY	 ENVIRONMENTAL	 HEALTH	 ENGINEERING	 PER-
SONNEL	 IN ALL
	
INSTANCES AND	 RETURNED TO	 THE	 LABORATORY FOR ANALYSIS	 EXCEPT FOR PH
AND
	
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY WHICH WERE 	 PERFORMED	 ON	 SITE	 AS	 REQUIRED.
SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED BY MEANS	 OF	 A COMBINATION	 OF EHE EQUIPMENT,	 CONTAINERS	 AND
SPECIAL CONTAINERS	 FURNISHED BY MSC CALLED 	 APOLLO WATER SAMPLING DEVICES 	 (AWSO).
THE	 IONIC SPECIES	 DETERMINATIONS WERE	 PERFORMED	 BY ATOMIC ABSORPTION.
RESULTS:
RESULTS WERE	 REPORTED	 IMMEDIATELY	 IN	 THE CASE	 OF ON-SITE	 ANALYSES	 AND WITHIN
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS BY PHONE ON	 ALL OTHERS WITH THE	 WRITTEN REPORT PUBLISHED
AFTER THE	 FINAL RESULTS WERE OBTAINED ON THE BACTERIAL SAMPLES.	 ANY RESULTS
WHICH DEVIATED FROM NORMAL WERE REPORTED TO THE APPROPRIATE TEST 	 CONDUCTOR
AND MEDICAL PERSONNEL	 AS SOON	 AS THEY WERE AVAILABLE.
DISCUSSION: -
CHAMBER TESTS
NONE	 OF THE	 ANALYSIS	 REPORTS	 FAILED THE	 SPECIFICATIONS	 DURING	 THE	 ENTIRE	 CHAMBER
TESTS EXCEPT FOR	 STERILITY REQUIREMENTS, 	 WHICH WERE EXPECTED DUE TO THE	 LACK	 OF
A BACTERICIDE.
THERE WERE	 DETECTABLE	 INCREASES OF THE	 IONIC	 SPECIES	 FOR NICKEL,	 MAGNESIUM AND
ZINC	 IN THE COMMAND MODULE USE PORTS.	 THIS CONDITION	 FOLLOWS THE	 USUAL PATTERN
EXPERIENCED	 IN	 THE	 PREVIOUS	 SPACECRAFTS.
THE	 STERILIZATION	 OF	 THE	 WATER	 DISPENSER	 PROCEDURE WAS MODIFIED DURING THIS I
PERIOD	 BY	 INCREASING THE	 IODINE BACTERICIDE	 SOLUTION	 TO	 (80 -100)	 PARTS	 PER
MILLION (PPM).	 THIS	 INCREASE	 FROM 20-30 PPM WAS NECESSARY 	 BECAUSE	 OF THE
RECENT AND RATHER	 CONSISTENT	 FAILURES	 EXPERIENCED.	 THE	 INCREASE	 IN	 IODINE
CONCENTRATION	 WAS THE ONLY CHANGE FROM THE METHOD USED PREVIOUSLY AND THE
RESULTS LOOK QUITE PROMISING AT	 THIS TIME.	 THE PACKAGING OF THE WATER	 DIS-
PENSER	 AS MENTIONED	 IN	 PREVIOUS	 REPORTS	 STILL	 IS	 A PROBLEM	 AREA.	 THE 2-MIL
ACLAR BAGS USED TO BAG 	 THE	 DISPENSERS	 AFTER	 THE	 STERILIZATION	 PROCEDURE	 WILL
NOT	 REMAIN VACUUM SEALED	 FOR	 ANY PERIOD	 OF	 TIME.	 STEPS	 ARE	 PRESENTLY BEING
MADE TO EITHER USE A LAMINATED MATERIAL OR TEFLON FEP. 114
LAUNCH COUNTDOWN
S
INABILITY TO MEET THE	 STERILITY	 REQUIREMENT	 OF THE	 PF SPEC-1B CONTINUES TO	 BE










EXIST FOR THE LUNAR MOD
MATER SYSTEM DURING THE
OF THE CHLORINE USED AS
MATER IS LOADED WITHOU'
LAUNCH. THIS PROCEDURE
FROM THE COMMAND MODULE
TION.
ULE SINCE IODINE RESIDUAL IS MAINTAINED IN THE POTABLE
ENTIRE WATER SERVICING. DUE TO THE CORROSIVE PROPERTY
THE BACTERICIDE IN THE COMMAND MODULE, THE POTABLE
ANY ANTIBACTERIAL AGENT UNTIL A TIME JUST PRIOR TO
HAS CONSISTENTLY CAUSED THE WATER SAMPLES COLLECTED
TO FAIL THE STERILITY REQUIREMENTS OF THE SPECIFICA-
THE ABOVE SITUATION DEPICTS THE ONLY FAILURE ENCOUNTERED DURING THE WATER
SERVICING FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN OF EITHER SPACECRAFT.
AN ADDITIONAL TROUBLE AREA DEVELOPED AS A RESULT OF THE EARLY LOADING OF WATER
ABOARD THE LUNAR MODULE. THIS EARLY LOADING (AT T-10 DAYS) REQUIRED ADDITIONAL
SAMPLING AT T-7 DAYS. THE ADDITIONAL SAMPLING STEP AT T-7 DAYS REDUCED THE
AVAILABLE VOLUME FOR THE T-24 HOUR SAMPLE. MEASURES ARE PRESENTLY BEING TAKEN TO
PREVENT THIS PROBLEM ON FUTURE LOADINGS.
THE DEPLETION RATE OF IODINE IN THE LUNAR MODULE-6 POTABLE WATER DESCENT TANK
WAS CONSIDERABLY LESS THAN ANTICIPATED. THE DEPLETION DURING LAUNCH COUNTDOWN
WAS APPROXIMATELY 0.2 PPM/DAY COMPARED TO 1 PPM/OAY DEMONSTRATED ON PREVIOUS
SPACECRAFTS. THIS SHIFT IN RATE OF DEPLETION MAY INFLUENCE THE INITIAL LOAD
CONCENTRATION WHICH IS BASED ON THE AMOUNT REQUIRED ON FINAL CONSUMPTION SOME
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APPENDIX A
CHRONOLOGY OF APOLLO 12 WATER	 SERVICING
FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN
DATE HOUR EHE LOG NO. ANALYSIS REQUESTED
10/10/69 2400 6910-18 VERIFICATION
	 OF	 FACILITY	 DEMINERALIZER
SYSTEM
10/21/69 6910-40 G.S.E.,	 T.P.-2 PRE
	
1 2 of	 LM-6
11/3/69 0900 6911-1 IODINE	 INJECTION,	 VERIFICATION	 IN	 G.S.E.
11/3/69 1430 6911-2 G.S.E.	 T.P.-2 POST	 1 2	OF	 L14-6
11/3/69 1300 6911-3 12	 RESIDUAL	 IN	 LM-6	 FOR	 STERILIZATION
SOAK
11/3/69 1730 6911-4 DESCENT TANK OF LM-6 FINAL	 FILL
11/4/69 1700 6911-8 12	 VERIFICATION	 IN	 DESCENT	 TANK,	 LM-6
11/5/69 1300 6911-9 G.S.E.	 T.P.-2 PRE CL 	 of	 S/C 108
11/5/69 1500 6911-11 CL 	 INJECTION	 AND	 VERIFICATION
11/6/69 0300 6911-12 CL 	 RESIDUAL	 IN	 SOAK	 SOLUTION	 OF S/C	 108
11/6/69 MO 6911-13 G.S..E.	 T.P.-2 POST	 CL 	 of	 S/C 108
11/7/69 0800 6911-15 GO POTABLE TANK OF S/C 108	 FINAL	 FILL
11/10/69 1100 6911-22 DESCENT TANK T-4 DAYS OF LM-6
11/12/69 1630 6911-31 DESCENT TANK T-24 HOURS of LM-6
11/13/69 0500 6911-32 G,H POTABLE TANK T-24 HOURS OF S/C 108
K S C
TWAT
	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
OCTOOER
R.	 DAMOE:ZT, GRU i11HAn Phone
Gr^EC-47 7-2745
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Spec ific ,:il.n Required)
APOLLO W ATER FBGII FACILITY WATCr; DEHIUERA-
LIZER SYSTEM PF SPEC-16
Location
PAD 3 1 A - 3C LEVEL
Received by	 CUEHTHCR	 Date	 1l'/ 1(,/ t;) (24: J)	 Log Number	 1	 - 13
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Dui Oat.)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
PH = 7.2 C' 250C
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY = .Z'3 NICRONHOS/CH 9 2500
TOTAL %CSIDUE = 1.4 HG/L
STERILITY!
TOTAL 3ACTEf r IA = 18,80( : COLOIIIES^1^G NL,
COLIFOiN COUNT = (IECATIVE
AIJACIABIC	 I1:IAI.YSIS = [JEGATIVC
YEAST A110 &L03 = 14EGAT IVE
THIS PASSES THE REQUESTER ANALYSIS.
CCi	 EO VIRIGHT,	 LS-GIG-32
-- — — — — — —	 :^— — — — — — — — -- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
p---	 14, 1^----Ifi1CK 
/^Analyst	 —	 Uate Completed
Approved by ^^	 ^' '^ ` `	 Reference Notebook
P.	 LATo..rE, MG;;.,	 EnvlROi1NEUTAL HEALTH EUGIUEERI"G
K S C
(ANA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date OC'mCEU 21 ,	 1	 '6
R.	 JAtl3E.. T Phone
11'1C -47 367-2 3;5
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
"POLLO POTADL- HATE,: F: ;OH CS^E AT
LA -G, APOLLO	 12,	 P:.0	 1 2 [IF	 S'i:C -1:3 TO TEST hum	 2
Location
PAn 3 ! '	 3C Lz-vEL •,
Received by 	 : a 1 ..-cc .	 Date	 1	 /	 1 / ` Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P. Emergency
(ow. Dole)
- - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - - -
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ANALYSIS: I W I C SP _C I E S:
E LCCT:IICAL CCUJUCY IVV y = i.. 2 111C;-U*1CS/CH ti j Y:,D C CAD141U11 WIDER C.0 5 H;•/L
C Cti:.0111 u11 UH DE+, H-/ LPH = 7. 1 ;	 2.5	 U CGPPCI: UuuE:: 0.1:5 HC/L
TC AL kCSIUUC = UN3EP. .S HWL 1	 t11 UI1DE 1: '..1 kiC,/L
LEAD UNDEU L.t•5 HC/L
FIY.EO	 @.:SIDUE = U11UC.:	 .5 11G/L f1AUGANESE U11DC::
TASTE
	
.i uo	 0C=	 = 111;1[	 T11i.ES110L1) 	 i/0.	 3 I•SE	 cua y WIDEN 0 5 14G/L
Uicr..EL UNDE- :0:.3 MY ^.
Tu.,
 oI 'JITY =	 .14 U!!ITS SILVCi: UNDEt: L.05 HC/L
COLt:c:,	 T%UC =	 U:13C2	 5 U11 	 iS ZINC U13 11E :..63 My L
NACHESIU14 UNUEa L:.0(."3 Fill/L
PAi:TICULATCSj5 . • i: I1L IODIDE U11JE.: 'o. Mr./ L
IIIC; c,::S	 =	 Pf.sscs LU HIUUM UNDER i .5 MG/L
1 -21 5 nicucus = 1 POTASSIUM UNDER L.15 11G,	 L
2., -9	 F11C;:i US SILIC(U WIDER 1:.5 MG/L
OVC::	 1, -	 MIC•.C:IS	 `r (i STEUILIT';•:
TO,AL JACTERIA =
	 NL
THIS 1,V r,.'T	 ? ASSCS	 THC.."L? QU.STED 	 AIIALYSIS. COLIFO•H COUNT = ULGA IVC
'IJAC.A;3 IC 	 11MYSIS = 11ECAT1VC
cc!	 i:0 i . .:IClilf,	 LS- i IG— C YE,-,ST	 AI:D 14CL)S = IIECATIVE
115, ,"EVC11TIVL	 Lr aicric	 DIV.,
I1SC	 C.'C':	 S y s -rct1S	 ';IVIslim,	 4C-^
IISC	 LAut1Ct1	 SITE	 :1C-1ICA-	 CPS.	 11.]MIC11,	 ^r((
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
UC .	 1 /^	 _	 Date Completed	 1Analyst .^
- - - - - - -
^'^
Approved by 1J^	 Reference Notebook
°.	 L',To





KSC	 r;;Ti A	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING 	 ^*
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
tlavcwcer.	 ^,	 1	 ^' 	 ^
^.	 7A:OC QT, C/% ZC Phone
c1A x -47
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
^:PGLLU PC':AOLE t1,.`F- mz lowic UC. : Ir IC` 	 ICU	 OF	 10',1111C	 111
SO. 'K SOLUTIC11	 1:1	 U1-0* CF :iPGLLC 12 Cii:GUIJU	 aj PPQ1,T Uniir
Location
PAD 3'" , X Lcvc!.
Received by 	 'UC; Date	 11i 3L	 Log Number	 :"' _^1 i -1
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Duo Date)
ANALYSIS:
100111E = 3i, HG/L
cc:	 :^70 ".- I C 11T,
-- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
CUC^
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
t" V El l3Z P. t},	 1Analyst Date Completed
Approved by '^	 Reference Notebook
i	 LATC:.:C., 	 i1	 .:.. UI :CtJJ1^JJif,'-	 It .1LTN	 :G 111EC::RI ,
FORM OH-1
_ =r`ir_=^•^-a-ar^^--^----'.rslt^^=`_""^ -"^°_.=+r-`.,s.• s .^^`'.T i*^=i^:^^- a'^^33^`^F' ^	 c^^— ----
K S C
TWA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
p,^
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date 1	 G
.".	 .,APIBERT Phone
C-PrC.J;1 7-E070
Sampie Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
+ PULLG PO AOLE 11A Er racm G.').E.
POST	 1.	 ro-	 EInAL	 F11.1. c , F to"	 or
PPOL_4	 12 FF 1JP C-1a it, TLST eOItJT	 ?.
Location
PAD 3	 r':.	 3' 	 LEvE•.
Received by	
.,t
Date	 I	 '; "	 i	 ' ju.) Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency(Ow Dote)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IL'lIC	 C1=S: — — — —
EvICTFICAI
	
V.41. Hlc.; ,wimoS _	 250 C	 C :lDt11Ut1 UN:.CR	 ^,.Ucs 11"i 1.
PCf =	 1.0	 25GC.^ C11r<QIIIUII Ullual.	 t-.t 5 tIW L
•	 CGP?at. UUOCF	 0...5 11r/l.
Tui AL i: ESIIJUE
	 r:	 I. d 11 ,:/L 11:011 U1JDte1;	 0.1 11(:, L
F1 no	 C$1LUE = .J t1.W/L I.Er.D1WCANESE
UpOEfi	 %. , 5
UIs DV. J, 	 i .01
11:',/L
HG/t.
TASTE Alin Q00;: a IIot1C •-' TlIVESti0L0 UO. 3	 11cRCUftY uwzr;	 0.005' 1:."/L
14 cKr-L UJ:OCR	 0 IIG/L
IU : '0101 ' . Y	 =	 4:. 2 	 L1llti S S ILVER UTACE1. IlC%'.
COI.w : ,	 TRUE = UJI-ER 5 UIJITS Z111C Ut1 or: P	 t.Jj 11_'%L
PA. TICULATES^S^ u HL f1/.cursi	 N EQUALS ^."^4 HGl1.1ooso-E wicr.r.	 :?.1 RVt.
HICJ : OfIS = PASSCS A LUI11t1Ut1 UtJOEIJ	 L'.5 11G/L
1,1_Z	 t11c1t0IJS =	 2I3 h0-.'ASSIUH UI1.., EC	 0.tj5 I;c/o.
25 -5: , 1	 cc.-ons =	 14 SILICA wncrz	 'J.5 Ili:/L
5 1J -64.	 1•IICn , 11S = 3 SILI:IL!7Y3 
OVER 1v0 tilenells =.1
TOTAL BACTERIA =	 IICCATIVI:
Tnis t:EPO.T PASSLS^ : i:E rEQUESTEO ANALYSIS. 	 COLI : 0./1 C OUIJT = iiEGATIVZ
l'• NAEGODIC J gIALYSIS = WCC:171VC
YCk$T A110 MOLL I S = NEGATIVE
CC I	 CO 1'R I CJI T,	 LS -EIX-32
I=	 i3.:CVEIITIVC
	
Ikt)ICIIJE	 31V., X -7
NSC cucw SYSTCIIS	 ' 1 VI S 1011,	 LC_3
14SC
	 EAutictl SITE N,:OICA	 UPS. 11-MICH, .00K
- - - - Gt: e11 - 11 EP/ tJ Erscn/0uc i -^ 	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IIOVCIl3C^2 5. 1 1 V ) - - - -Analyst	 c Date Completed
•
:1








K S C	 ETWA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING 	 ^~
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date	 IlUUE113C:.	 1
G'.EC Phone
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
f.?GLLG W--,TEC	 FMI	 rSCC::T	 A;17 OCSCC111
1 ' A;"CS
	
GF	 Li1-C	 OURIt1C	 STEi:ILIZ Jl OIJ SCAi t IOJItIE	 CCUCCOTkA-AL-tl
Location
PAi)	 : C Lr VC L
Received by Date	 11	 ^^ ^'	 M-	 )	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
ANALYSIS: IU.'lIt1E
	 V(.t:C CT1T E:ATIO p 	11G/L
TItic: DcsC EUT 	 T AN:;	 seern-	 TA::Ic
1 ^4. 2)	 2)
2' 	 2'
14--4 ?. ;	 2J




cc:	 Eo ' + cicttT,	 LS—Et10-32
-- — — — — — — — — — — -- — —
3u ca	 ^;
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
ticvcltCE.	 5,	 1	 •G
Analyst Date Completed
Approved by 	 4 Reference Notebook











Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date 1k•rs::1nER	 3,	 1
^.	 i.itlri:RT Phone
C" E  41 7-G:17j
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
!POLLC, POTAULC WATER From
cscrcf;	 fA • i;	 oir	 Lit-.:	 OF	 !APOLLO




3 1, L VEL
Received by	 I Date 1	 f	 1 /' ''	 Log Number	 11-tT
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Du. DoW
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ —
ANALYSIS:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ — _ _ — — — — — — — — — — — —
I wi 1 C S:' X I ES:
PH = 5.0 '- 250 C CA01IIU7I	 UNDER	 O.CO5	 MC/L
To AL f•iiSlDUE = 1.Q MG^L Cif Poll IUil	 UNDER	 t:.L5	 MG/LComa	 UI1DE:.	 L. ,u5	 14G/L
TASTE	 AtIO	 Goon	 = 14011C	 IMI : ESItOLO ODOR N0. 5	 1roil	 UNDER	 0.1	 1i-/L
LEAD	 Utirx- a	 o.CS	 IIG/LTU:.DI^ITY = 16.2 WITS i^AtIGANESC
	
Ut1DER	 U.01	 11C/L
COLON,	 TGUE = C5 11111.5 1-1CGCU.2Y	 U11DER	 :,.c;l,5	 MGJL
PA:TICULATE^S? O ML NICKEL	 EQUAI .S U,03	 MGJLSILVE4	 UtIDER	 11.05	 MGJL
U-1u IIICR ons = 1G Z111C	 UNDER	 O. i.3	 MG/L
U-25 HICaoNS = 80 2 MAGIIESOU14	 EQUALS	 CL 	 MG/ r_
?.5-5? Nlcr:ollS = 22 Ioa1DE	 EQUALS 1.5	 MC/L
50- 1i..':	 111CGoflS = ALUMINUM	 UN:;EC	 0.5	 MGJL
1'c:-25`1	 I41Cr.GNS = 4 PO-i ASS IUli 	 UNOcR	 C.C5	 HG/L
O VL• r, 	 25') 1SICitOtiS = U SILICA	 UNDER	 O.5	 Mw L
*100111E	 EQUALS 1!	 MC/L
THIS	 rtEPOrT PASSES TfIC REQUESTED AIIALYSIS. 	 $Ti:RILIZ-YS
TOTAL 3ACTERI A = NEGATIVE
CC1	 ED W R ICHT, LS EIIG -32 COLIF0:1 COUNT = WE CA T; IVE
DISC ?PEVCHTIVE 11C01CINE	 DIV., .JC-7	 PIIACRODIC	 '13ALYSIS = ;IEGATIVC
MSC Cr£td SYSTEIIS JIV., cC-3 YEAST AND MOLUS = 11ECAT1 VE
MSC LAUticft Si	 E iICDICAL (jPS. BRAtICH,	 JOK	 ti:10t)INC CONCEIITRATIrill 	 IN ASCEt17
TANK SNIPLEO AT THE SAME TIHE
WAS 15 MC/ L
- - - - - - 1110ERS01I^(iU£I1TItC7:_ -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ^OVC•MDER 5, -1-^U^_ - - - -
Analyst  Date Completed
Approved by	 ^^ Reference Notebook
LAIGi;RE, lien.,	 Et1VIR0NN[f1TAL HEALTH LL'GHICERING
FORM OFi-1
-41
L-3 Ste. (	 ^-^-
KSC
T^41a	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date NOVEMBER  5,	 1969
H.	 CROSKEY, NR Phone
ZK-86 7-3793
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
APOLLO POTABLE WATER FROM G.S.E.
PRE-CL 2 FOR	 S/C 108 OF APOLLO	 12 PF SPEC 1B TO TEST POINT 2
Location
PAD 39A,	 4C LEVEL
Received by	 WR IGHT	 Date	 11/5/69 (1300)	 Log Number 6911-9
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P. Emergency(Ou• Dots)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:




— — — — — — —
ELECTRICAL	 CONDUCTIVITY =	 .37 MICROMHOS/CM @ 25 0 C CADMIUM	 UNDER 0.005 MG/L
PH = 6.3 @ 250C
CHROMIUM	 UNDER 0.05 MG/L
COPPER	 UNDER 0.05 MG/L
TOTAL RESIDUE = UNDER 0.5 MG/L IRON	 UNDER 0.1 MG/L







TASTEAND ODOR = NONE @ THRESHOLD N0. 	 3 MERCURY	 UNDER 0.005 MG/L









COLOR, TRUE = UNDER 5 UNITS ZINC	 UNDER 0.03 MG/L
PARTICULATES/500 ML MAGNESIUM	 EQUALS
0.008 MG/L
CHLORIDE	 EQUALS 0.0 MG/L
0-10 MICRONS =	 PASSES ALUMINUM	 UNDER 0.5 MG/L
10-25 MICRONS = 44 POTASSIUM	 UNDER 0.05 MG/L
25-50 MICRONS = 10 SILICA	 UNDER 0.5 MG/L
50-100 MICRONS = 4
OVER 100 MICRONS = 2 STERILITY:
TOTAL	 BACTERIA = 8 COL/150 ML
THIS	 REPORT	 PASSES THE	 REQUESTED	 ANALYSIS.
COLIFORM COUNT = NEGATIVE
Cc:	 ED WRIGHT,	 LS-EN G-32
ANAEROBIC ANALYSIS = NEGATIVE
MSC PREVENTIVE MEDICINE	 DIV.,	 DC-7
YEAST AND MOLDS =	 12 COL/150
MSC CREW	 SYSTEMS	 DIV.,	 EC-3
MSC	 LAUNCH	 SITE MEDICAL OPS.	 BRANCH,	 DDK
NORTH AMERICAN	 ROCKWELL,	 DOWNEY,	 CALIF.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —





— — — —
Approved b	 c	 Reference Notebook1
.	 LATORRE, MGR.,	 ENVIRONMENTAL	 HEALTH	 ENGINEERING
FORM OH-1
,. -c-r• _. ^.._	
- ----T• . , ^ .- ..	 --. _ .: ^ .^	 .. ;^ _ s. ...	 - _ • -.	 -.-.^cam-•-r* ^ s ^ _	 - :	 -l.
K S C
TWA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
I Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
DlovErtocR	 5,	 1 G?
H.	 CROSKEY, III: Phone
ZK -8 G 7-5182
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
CHLCRI p E C011=3TRAT IC11 IN SOA;. SG LUTI Ot7
AFTEr
	 It1JECT1011	 Itl	 SODIUM HYPROCIILO:.IDC CHLORINE COUCCUTCATIOU
Location
PAD 3) > , 4C LEVEL
PllacnsGq 111516)	 15_- 6 11 -1 1 Received by Date	 Log Number
Priority:
	
Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
C1111.0.I1111	 = 8 NG/L
cc:
	
ED 11P.I GHT,	 LS-ETIG-32
Bucl,-----------------------------------------------WOvvvER 10, 1.6)
Analyst Date Completed
Approved by Reference Notebook
P.	 LAT O •: rc, IIGC., ENV 11.0111i1:I1TAL	 I-ICALTH	 En G IIIEEC ING
FORM OH-1	 i
K S C
TWA	 """"ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERIW,
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
Uo verao^ IZ G,	 1 1G
H. C RO sxm y , 112 Phone
ZK_3 c 7-5132




SOLUTIOil	 OF S/C	 100, P-POLLO	 12 CHLOi•IHE	 COricr-IlTCAT1011
Location
P A o 3 )A,	 J-JC	 LEvc,.
Received by	 'H	 cr,sc u,	 11C;1u1..7Li: Date	 11/C/C ;	 (`5.,L^	 Log Number	 C A I-]?-
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency(Due Dote)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
—
CHLORIIIE C0110E11TRATICU	 I11 i•IG/L
TI NZ 01,,WK GUtJ	 HOT PORT	 COLD PC12T
0336 S	 6	 G
L4W 7	 6	 G
0430 6	 6	 6
0-560 6	 5	 G
X533 5	 5	 5





Approved by Reference Notebook
:i1JV 1 rG1llICIJTAL
	
HEALTii	 CIIc IH ZL,.I tJG
FORM OH-1	 .
3 S f i—i-
KSC
T tL^YA
	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report





Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
APOLLO	 POTABLE	 WATER	 FROM G.S.E.
POST-CHLORINE
	 OF S/C	 108 OF
APOLLO 12 PF SPEC 18 To TEST POINT 2
Location
PAD 39A, 4C	 LEVEL
Received by	 ANDERSON/WRIGHT	 Date	 11/6/69 (1130)	 Log Number 6911-13
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P. Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — —
ION I C
	
SP EC I ES:
— — — — — —
ELECTRICAL	 CONDUCTIVITY ' 0.22 MICROMHOS/CM @ 25 0 C CADMIUM
	
UNDER 0.005 MG/L
PH = 6.3 @ 250C CHROMIUM
	
UNDER 0.05 MG/L
COPPER	 UNDER 0.05 MG/L
TOTAL
	
RESIDUE = 0.5 MG/L IRON	 UNDER 0.1 MG/L






TASTE AND ODOR = NONE @ THRESHOLD N0. 	 3 MERCURY	 UNDER 0.005 MG/L
TURBIDITY = 0.10 UNITS NICKEL	
EQUALS 0.03 MG/L
SILVER	 UNDER 0.05 MG/L
COLOR,	 TRUE = UNDER	 5 UNITS ZINC	 UNDER 0.05 MG/L
PARTICULATES/5OO ML
MAGNESIUM	 EQUALS 0.01 MG/L
CHLORIDE	 EQUALS 0.0 MG/L
0-10 MICRONS = PASSES ALUMINUM	 UNDER 0.5 MG/L
10-25 MICRONS = 8 POTASSIUM	 UNDER 0.05 MG/L
25-50 MICRONS = 2 SILICA	 UNDER 0.5 MG/L
50-100 MICRONS = 0
OVER	 100 MICRONS =	 1 STERILITY:
THIS	 REPORT	 PASSES THE	 REQUESTED	 ANALYSIS. TOTAL BACTERIA = 300 COL/150
COLIFORM COUNT = NEGATIVE
CC:	 ED WRIGHT,	 LS-ENG -32 ANAEROBIC	 ANALYSIS = NEGATIVE




MSC LAUNCH SITE MEDICAL 	 OPS.	 B RANCH,	 DDK
NORTH	 AMERICAN ROCKWELL,	 DOWNEY,	 CALIF.
— — — — —— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —BUCK — — — NOVEMBER 11, 1969 — — — —Analyst	 Date Completed
Approved by	 Reference Notebook




iRrK S CTWA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Reyuestor, Organization, Mail Code	 Request Date	 NOVEMBER 7, 1969





	 Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
APOLLO POTABLE WATER FROM DRINK GUN
OF SV C 108, APOLLO 12 FOR FINAL FILL	 PF SPEC 1B TO TEST POINT 3
Location
PAD 39A, 4C LEVEL
BUCK	 11/7/69 (0800) 6911-15GReceived by	 Date Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P. Emergency(Due Ott)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
ANALYSIS:




_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
PH = 6.3 @ 25 0 C CADMIUM UNDER 0.005 MG/L
TOTAL RESIDUE	 = UNDER	 1	 MG/!.
CHROMIUM UNDER 0.05 MG/L
COPPER UNDER 0.1`1 ^ MG/L
TASTE AND ODOR = NONE @ THRESHOLD ODOR N0. 	 3 IRON UNDER 0.1 MG/L
LEAD UNDER 0.05 MG/L
TURBIDITY =	 .04 UNITS MANGANESE UNDER 0.01 MG/L
COLOR, TRUE = UNDER	 5 UNITS MERCURY UNDER 0.005 MG/L
PARTICULATE/500 ML
NICKEL EQUALS 0.03 MG/L
SILVER UNDER 0.05 MG/L
0-10 MICRONS =
	 PASSES ZINC UNDER 0.03 MG/L
10-25 MICRONS =
	
600 MAGNESIUM EQUALS 0.01 MG/L
25-50 MICRONS = 27 CHLORIDE EQUALS 0.0 MG/L
50-100 MICRONS = 2 ALUMINUM UNDER 0.5 MG/L
100-250 MICRONS = 2 POTASSIUM UNDER 0.05 MG/L
SILICA UNDER 0.5 MG/L
THIS REPORT PASSES	 THE	 REQUESTED	 ANALYSIS, CHLORINE UNDER 0.1 MG/L
WITH	 THE	 EXCEPTION	 OF	 STERILITY.
CC:	 ED WRIGHT,	 LS -ENG -32 STERILITY:
MSC PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 	 DIV.,	 DC-7
MSC CREW SYSTEMS	 DIV.,	 EC-3 TOTAL BACTERIA = 1200 COL/150 M
MSC	 LAUNCH SI	 E	 MEDICAL OPS .	 BRANCH,	 DDK COLT FORM COUNT = NEGATIVE
NORTH AMERICAN	 ROCKWELL,	 DOWNEY,	 CALIF. ANAEROBIC ANALYSIS = NEGATIVE
YEAST AND MOLDS =	 1	 COL/150 ML
Analyst	 G	 ER/ANDERSON/BUCK	 Date Completed	 NOVEMBER 11, 1969
Approved by	 Reference Notebook





	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report






Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
APOLLO POTABLE WATER	 FROM HOT
PORT OF	 S/C	 108,	 APOLLO	 12,	 FOR
FINAL
	 FILL PF SPEC 1B TO TEST	 POINT 3
Location
PAO 39A,	 4C LEVEL
Received by	 MCWH I R T ER Date	 11/7/69 (0800) Log Number	 6911-15H
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:




— — — — — — —
PH = 6.3 @ 25 0C CADMIUM UNDER 0.005 MG/L
TOTAL	 RESIDUE = 1	 MG^L
CHROMIUM UNDER 0.05 MG/L
COPPER UNDER 0.05 MG/L
TASTE AND ODOR = NONE @ THRESHOLD ODOR NO.	 3	 IRON UNDER 0.1 MG/L









COLOR,	 TRUE = UNDER 5 UNITS MERCURY UNDER 0.005 MG/L
NICKEL EQUALS 0.08 MG/L
SILVER UNDER 0..05 MG/L
THIS	 REPORT	 PASSES	 THE	 REQUESTED ANALYSIS,	 ZINC UNDER 0.03 MG/L
WITH	 THE	 EXCEPTION	 OF	 STERILITY. MAGNESIUM EQUALS 0.025 MG/L
CHLORIDE EQUALS 0.0 MG/L
CC:	 ED WRIGHT,	 LS-ENG-32 ALUMINUM UNDER 0.5 MG/L
MSC PREVENTIVE	 MEDICINE	 DIV., DC-7	 POTASSIUM UNDER 0.05 MG/L
MSC CREW SYSTEMS 	 DIV.,	 EC-3 SILICA UNDER 0.5 MG/L
MSC	 LAUNCH	 SITE	 MEDICAL OPS. BRANCH,	 DDK	 CHLORINE UNDER 0.1 MG/L
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL,	 DOWNEY,	 CALIF.
STER I L•I TY:
TOTAL BACTERIA = 105,000 COL
150 ML
COL 1 FORM COUNT = NEGATIVE 
ANAEROBIC ANALYSIS = NEGATIVE
YEAST AND MOLDS = NEGATIVE
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
G	 THER/ANDERSON/BUCK
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
NOVEMBER	 11
— — — —
,	 1969 — — —
Analyst Date Completed ^
Approved by Reference Notebook
P.	 LATORRE, MGR.,	 ENVIRONMENTAL	 HEALTH ENGINEERING
FORM OM-1
Mean





Requestor, Organization, Man UOue	 Aanijact namb
Co C's Vc.u.1
1"' E Z _:' I
Sample Description





Received by—),;C': 	 Date	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Du• Date) 
ANALYSIS:	 I L. : I C S I" --' Ce ; 	:





uvcsTru -^ = I
l uis	 vrssi%S •111. I LQ!^ Ut, *.Cu MALY315-
c c s E.) 	 L 3—
HIZ; L. LOCH
C."';!l;I _;I U:,:Jcl: • ;I	 'f
C"I U::14 z I - I". 	 A fl.*i













-(Lir. it ^;%.Lii,	 :I L.	 ;1Z
I A rnL:: C &'I C 	 i	 U.- —. ..	 1;1:;%!:-
YL:S-. 'P 30	 )rwL.. i
VULU:IZ.









	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date (1OVEMOE. 13..	 1 ^u)
C ] CA : . VC LL 1 ,	 G, .EC Phone(:'- EC-^, 1 CG7 -'L )115
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)







W-	 , f% POLLG	 12,	 FLUSli S11!:PLL
(F1
	 ST	 3' U 141.) PF SPCC 19 To TEs7 Po i nT 3
Location
PAO 5 , 11 , 3C LCVEL
Received by Date	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency(Due Date)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ANALYSIS:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IWIC SPLCICSs
- - - - - -
PH = t 1.a	 .'50C CA,,jJIUH EQUALS U.01 W;/'L
To TAL RESA CUE = * C11i.clilull U IOCR 0,Wj 11:/ L
TASTC nil0 6000, a GuwE ('- TtJ6ESUOLD U0011'110.	 5	 Cc,[-PC ceunt.s il. 11 : j Lf.citl U110ER .. 1 JIG/ I.
Tu.J310JTY = 1:.5 UtJ1,S LEAD 1.1110GN U5 11,--/ 	 1.
COLOE, TRUE	 u110CR 5 UNITS 1•1'11CAIJESB EQUALS ,,.01 IICq L
*11CI:Culltf U14l:ICA I tic-/, L
14ICKCL C QUA LS 11::/L
SILVER utsDEa V.'.)5 11"/L
Tills
	
RCPORT	 IS FOti	 l:EFEr.C pCC	 ONLY. ZI11C EQUALS 1 •.1 11:%L
11AC11CSIU14 LnUALS (i.'^ ) N	 L
IODIDE CYIIALS 5.4 14	 i1.
PLUJI111UN EQUALS U.5 WI L
CC1	 ED	 i ':+ICIIT.	 LS-01 1-32 POTASSIUM E'!UALS U.1 MC:/L
11ST {'t.CVC1ITIVE	 iLu lcliie	 JIV., DC -7	 SILICA UNUClt L.5 ItL	 L
RZ Ci.EII SYSTL•"IIS	 ui.".,	 ZC-3
63SC 	L'.Ut1Cl1	 SI	 C 1'ICOICA '_ 	OPS. i nAIJC Hs	 0JK	
s4$ TEI+ JLITY
*IIJSUFFICJLlJT	 SAI4PLC•	 VOLUNE.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -- — — — —
OUCK	 '. ,',
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
iloVCI1nE i 	 17 ,	 1




Approved by Referencee Notebook








Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
11. Crom y ,	 "; Phone
Z :-a 's 8,-,7-5132
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
PPGLLO PO ACL E 11ATCa rr(. ti ORIflK GU11
or	 ,/C	 1:'3,	 1201.1.0	 12,	 T-'4 II1,U .:s i'F SPEC 13 To TcsT POINT 3
Location
P::II 31r, 'X	 LEVEL
i'TC:. Received by	 I:C'-:A-	 Date 11	 1 Log Number 1 	 ^y
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P. Emergency
low Date)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ANALYSIS:
- - - - - - - - - - - -
ICZ1I C SPECI LSt
- - - - - -
P11 = 6.1	 25 C. CAU41UN EQUALS U.LU:i FIB%!
Tc .AL
	
cst^U^ = 1.2 tic/L Cl,	 x:11-_A U:1ILi!! u.-.,5 nc; L
cu
	
) :_.t Ut1 :)E Z (.1)5 1i: J L
TJ:STE MID CDCR = ItknE l.- Tli ESli0LD 000..	 [Joe 4 Ir,CH udov-'11 II /L
TU::QIOITY = = .1, UN ITS LE RD Uil1Et; u.u5 tv.jt-
11ADC:1i1CSE UNDER 0,1A [V: j L
COLOA . TRUE = lt1Ce	 S WI i S Itlxu.cY Wl0::11 i .11+5 tV.• L
PA,:TICULA'► E/5.._	 HL UICt.CL :f13aCIt ii.L3 1V-jLS IL'JL Ul17ET ri .i:5 1.r^ L
u.,1s_ HICCOaS = PASSES Z111C EQUALS 0.2 11'/L
"v-LS Ii1cr-cus =	 1.4i) Mr%r,%zsiu.i E`U ALS n0jL
llw'ons = 12 CHLO, I VZ C(!U.ILS t=.V mv" L
HIC.:ctt5 = 56 PLUM lull U113UR L.5 11!'/ L
1 :	 -LStJ tilCt:AUS =	 t, FOTASSIGH WIDtE:t U.1:3 IIGJLSILICA UrMER L.5 11.4L
CHLO:.It1i EQUALS 11CIL
THIS	 [.CPO -,T FAILS	 THC	 r.CQU,STt_0 AtIALYSIS STERILITY:
rot:	 STEILITY.
To7AL JACT$ : IA = 461— COL/15 t.:
CC:	 ZO 'PIGHT, LS- CiGZ2 COL IF,.All VOU:17 = II.-civrin
MSC PrE:VE:a7IVE oicnicinc	 JIV.,	 C -7 /.iaeC1 :t2']IC r•IIALYSIS = i:cc	 .evc:
1 1x	 C1.Cll	 SYSTC:IS	 • H IV.,	 2C.-3 YCASY A613 oaJL:'S = IiCCATIV
HSC	 L.".Ui1Cti	 ItCOICAL OPS.	 OVAIXH,	 1).X
.10RTH	 • 11L-KICAU ::0C1;11GLL,	 ;wwZY, CALIF.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -









K S CTIC	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date lloVrtlfl—	 13,	 1
i .	 .. s)05';%Y,	 ^.. •. Phone
(_yip -^ n7A,7	 tu.
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
f''. 12 01.1.0	 PU1 Ants	 t1A -, Et? 	FROM noT	 POPT,
1' 3,	 :PGLLU	 l,_,	 i - %J:	 J:uu: S PF SPEC ID To TEST POINT 3
Location
P A 1 3'11	k^- L! vc%
/Received by Date	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— -- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IC"! I C S ,-C I LS:
— — — — — —
PII =
	 6.7 ''' 250C Ah!!Iull	 UNDER U.05 Mr/L
To AL iicsioue = 2.6 NG/L C:t'onluM	 t:t)ucn ».115 MG/L





TU i.0 i O I TY = C.) U11113 Lc ,,o	 1E1!	 U!l i O.t,5 1131 L
ilri!^.4"FS1:
	
lti'OER L..s31 MC /L
CGLO: ,	 TJ:UE	 = U:IUGtJ	 i1NIT5 It, Cu"Y	 fill '3ER U.t.:	 i Mr-/L
UICKE_	 i:QUALS G.2 NZ /1.
tii.DE13 ii . 5 MG/L
THIS REPORT	 FA1L5 THE CEQUGSTC0 ANALYSIS FOR	
ZI-1C
ZI:JC	 t:wALS ,,.t)05 Mc /LSTET, IL I -fY. I,,^Ctj°S IUM	 EQUALS u.:.;t. 7 HG/ L
C!fLC91OC	 CAUALS U.0 MC/L
f.LU111aUN	 U!! (I 1.5 MC/L 
liCC:	 ID t'rI GfIT,	 L$- ir) -32 U. 3 M:/Li'$C	 f'i EV&f'	 I''C	 ' 1_DICIUE	 :HIV., PO	 ^SSfUfI	 U;'UCR3C-7 SILICA	 U1DER 5 M'/LCi.EW	 :YS' t-t:S	 'IV.,	 ::C -3 CitLO:.1t1C	 EQUALS 0.11 14 G/
N."C	 LICaCl1	 :IGnIC'!. GPS. 3PAUCII,	 0:K
110	 Tit	 'MCRICAII 1;OC1WEL 1_,	 ,k 11 11EY.	 ClLIr:	 ST:PIL17YS
` TOTA..	 3AC7Ei21A =	 )o,:•+.i; COL/
15U I I L
COL IFO; 11 C00tJT = UECAT 1 VE
A1JAE1107IC	 111ALYSIS = WEGATIVE
YEAST A110 I •IOLDS = NEGATIVE




Approved by .	 y Reference Notebook




APOLLO 12 CHAMBER TESTS
DATE HOUR EHE LOG NO. ANALYSIS REQUESTED
5/2/69 0900 6905-6 STERILIZATION	 OF WATER	 DISPENSER	 N0. 003
(NR)
5/5/69 1130 6905-10 GSE, TEST POINT Two
	
LM-6 (GAEC)
5/23/69 SEA LEVEL SIMULATED TEST N0. 1	 (BACK-UP CREW)	 S/C 108
5'/?:^/69 0830 6905-85 STERILIZING	 OF	 WATER	 DISPENSER	 N0. 0003
(GAEC)
5/28/69 0500 6905-95 FINAL	 FILL,	 TEST	 POINT THREE	 LM-6 (GAEC)
5/28/69 1000 6905-96 GSE, TEST POINT Two S/C 108 (NR)
5/28/69 0800 6905-97 STERILIZING	 OF	 WATER	 DISPENSER N0. 0004
( GAEC)
5/28/69 SEA LEVEL SIMULATED TEST N0. 2	 (PRIME	 CREW)	 S/C	 108
6/2/69 1330 6906-4 FINAL
	 FILL,	 TEST	 POINT	 THREE	 S/C 108	 (NR)




6906-10	 LIQUID COOLING GARMENT N0. 096 (H-S)
SEA LEVEL SIMULATED TEST N0. 1 (PRIME CREW) LM-6
UNMANNED ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST S/C 108
0600	 6906-11	 T-24 HR TEST POINT THREE S/C 108 (NR)
6906-13	 LIQUID COOLING GARMENT No. 092 (H-S)
1100	 6906-14	 STERILIZING OF WATER DISPENSER N0. 0004
( GAEC)
SEA LEVEL SIMJLATED TEST N0. 2 (BACK-UP CREW) LM-6
1800	 6906-22	 STERILIZING OF WATER DISPENSER GUN S/N 4136,
FILTER N0. 110
ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST N0. 1 (PRIME CREW) S/C 108
0700	 6906-20 D,H	 T-24 HR TEST POINT THREE S/C 108 (NR)
ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST N0. 1 (BACK-UP CREW) S/C 108
UNMANNED ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST, LM-6















DATE HOUR EHE	 LOG NO. ANALYSIS REQUESTED
6/12/69 0930 6906-37 LIQUID	 COOLING	 GARMENT	 No.	 092 (H-S)
6/12/69 1700 6906-39 LIQUID	 COOLING	 GARMENT No.	 093 (H-S)
6/13/69 ALTITUDE CHAMBER TEST N0. 1	 (PRIME CREW)	 LM-6
6/13/69 0800 6906-40 STERILIZING	 OF	 WATER	 DISPENSER S/N
4136 (NR)
6/13/69 1030 6906-41 LIQUID COOLING	 GARMENT	 No.	 089




6/13/69 1715 6906-45 LIQUID C OOLING	 GARMENT No.	 096
6/13/69 2000 6906-46 STERILIZING	 OF WATER	 DISPENSER No.
0004 (GAEC)
6/16/69 ALTITUDE CHAMBER	 TEST No. 2	 (BACK-UP CREW)	 LM-6
6/16/69 1730 6906-53 POST-FLIGHT,	 TEST	 POINT THREE LM-6
(GAEC)




Requestor, Organization, Mail Code
D. Jolly — 11AR













Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
C.'D, ...,,-,'72 'r,eV. A -L'JW
- r -.: /C 103 - FC^ OU-14
Received by	 Date	 ;,)a 1')59 ('p'1)) — Log Number L,
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
Finul resulto foUcwine oterinzation (org •irdwa;/100 ml)




This sampling passes the requeatad amly3io.
ce: !A Vvirlit .  YZ-`3Tx-32
Pon	 Crow S:Tntaro TAVtiion (X-3)
MIX Launch :Ato !'Iloieal Cp •nitiona Inch (DrK)
1I.-wry 13tvu-1-ft
Tittc,r,,	 Cm; oystmis 01dity (j -18)
1'.. 6,%uar, 1r- -:!Vc-,ntivc I-lodicinu ( LrV—'I)
7 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -----------------
Analyst 	 Date Completed






TWA)	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
MAY 5, 1969
J. PASSAMONTE,	 GAEL Phone
867-8590
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
APOLLO POTABLE WATER FROM GSE LM-6 PF SPEC-1A TO TEST POINT 2
Location
MSOB, CHAMBER R
Received by	 ANDERSON	 Date 5/5/6 30	 Log Number 6905-10
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P. Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — —
IONIC  SP EC I ES:
— — — — — —
PH = 6.8 @ 250C CADMIUM UNDER 0.005	 MG/L
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY = 0.075 MICROMHOS/CM @ 250C CHROMIUM
UNDER 0.05
COPPER UNDER 0.05
TOTAL RESIDUE = 0.5 MG/L IRON UNDER 0.1
FIXED RESIDUE = UNDER 0.5 MG/L LEAD UNDER 0.05
MANGANESE UNDER 0.01
TASTE AND ODOR = NONE @ THRESHOLD N0. 3 MERCURY UNDER 0.005
TURBIDITY = 0.2 UNITS
NICKEL UNDER 0.05
SILVER UNDER 0.05
COLOR, TRUE = UNDER	 5 KNITS ZINC UNDER 0.03
MAGNESIUM UNDER 0.005
PARTICULATES:
IODIDE RESULTS TO	 FOLLOW
0-10 MICRONS = PASSES POTASSIUM UNDER 0.05
10-25 MICRONS =
	
19 SILICA UNDER 0.5
25-50 MICRONS = 3 ALUMINUM RESULTS TO	 FOLLOW
50-100 MICRONS =	 1
STERILITY:
OVER 100 MICRONS = 0
TOTAL
	
BACTERIA = 1500 COL/100
ML
THIS TEST PASSES THE REQUESTED ANALYSIS. COLIFORM COUNT = NEGATIVE
ANAEROBIC ANALYSIS = NEGATIVE





MSC LAUNCH SITE MEDICAL OPS.
	
BRANCH	 (DDK)
MSC PREVENTIVE MEDICINE	 DIV.	 (DC-7)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Analyst
	
BUCK	 Date Completed	 MAY
— — — — — — — — — —
7,	 1969
Approved by	 -3 	 Reference Notebook
P.	 LATORRE,	 MGR.,	 ENVIRONMENTAL	 HEALTH	 ENGINEERING
UEME RYN JB
-_ - -	 .. _	 _^ ^:,--•^.s-=	 -ter->-
K S C
MA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING	 aAnalysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
^.r	 UAV Phone
G.^EC 41 OUT-:^1^
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
LAI I Jnvjit rl 1SPEt sun
FILTZ11 SJJ 10), CUU $/11 It}Q CSJ••,"-373	 QCV.	 A 11th)
Location
Ct3VU,1 001103TAL 11CAI,TU [nor, 	 LAD
Received by	 Date	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
—
ANALYSIS:
rilIAL RGSULTS VULLOt OUG STCRILILATIOU (0RGAl11SllS/1l)U 110
70T, L CUI,'.7	 CULI	 CLI OJT
l^0 T ^:	 (lt:Gn; IUC	 I1CGAi Iva
VoiT DI	 11CCATIVC	 IjCGATtUB
PURT C 	 Ii EGA IIVC	 1111GATIVC
V0,;T P-111 2 	 ULGATIVE	 ILIA.
THIS STCt:tl.1ZATIW-1 PASSLS THU RCCWC5iC0 SPCCIFICATIOtIS.,
UGTE:	 10nIt1C Ca1=17PATIOU 11AIUTAINCO AT :)G ♦ 5 171 111 DURING STC::ILIZAT1014
CC:	 Fo 1 .'^Ir11i,	 1.11'—EUG-32
0013	 PIA CL's	 N Sr. CI-0.) SYSTEI13	 :)1 VI SI OU
:iSZ
	 U U(;Cll SITC 11CUICAL	 1j Pt:t:AT1GIJS	 Ul:At1Cll	 .i)tC)
I:^t:1;Y S ^ c:Jat:T
	
(cC:•1 l
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Duclt	 IIAY	 2G,	 1:)G.)
Analyst	 Date Completed
//Approved by	 '	 -'%'^"	 Reference Notebook







rA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
p*
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date MAY 23, 1X9
Phone
J. PASSNiONTE, GEC CG7••Z	 fS
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
APOLLO POTADLC UATCR # W-6 Faort
OESWIT TA', ! K, FmAL FILL FOR PF SPEC 111 TO TEST POINT 3
CIIAKacri TESTS
Location
HSOB t PLTITUDE CHANBCit R
Received by	 I3UC1 ► Date	 .ri•,70-`^ ^ ('^, f^ ^ Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency(Due Date)
—	 —
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
10111 C SPECIESt
—	 —
PH = 6.0	 250C CAD3 IUN WIDER	 . 005 #1 Q1
TOTAL
	
stDUl: = aaocR i).5 ttc/1. CH-ICHIUM WIDER	 .W HG/LCGPPLI: UZICLIP,,	 .05 HC-/L
TASTE Ano ODOR - W on () TIIRES11OLD QDo!2 Ho.	 3	 1 voll U11ucr	 . 1 ttC/L





COLOR, TGUE - UUDCR 5 UNITS 1.,L-xU.+Y UNDER	 . UG-3 HC/L
PARTICULATE/530 111. 11 1CitEL UNDER.0.3 HC/LSiLv aR Uu D e R 	 .05 MG/L
0-10 ti cno:sS = 200 Z111C UUDCR	 .03 HG/L
10-25 HICI:UEIS = 115 11ACJ 1eSIUN UI10 "C R	 .0'03 P-0/11.
25-51 111 CI 1 G1IS = 41 l eme UIXCR	 101 =/L
50-100 1fICf:011S = 13 ALUIUNWI LI DDCR	 .05 HG/L
IOJ	 59 HICC.O!1S - 1 J► POTASSIUM Ut1DcR	 .CS 14CjL
OVER 250 HIca011S = 1* SILICA UNDER	 .5 HG/L
IODINE WIDER	 0.1 HG/L
*FIDER - 600 IIICRONS
STERILITYI
THIS REPORT PASSES Tile REQUESTED AUALYSIS.	 TOTAL BACTERIA = NCGATIVE
COLIrouii CODUT = ilCGATIVC
ect	 E01;RIGI(Tp U-MIG-n
hJACF .031C rUALYSIS = 11E^3ATIVEI1SC PREVL-IITIVE IRMICINE	 DIvISiOH DC -7
•	
YEAST AND (OLDS = NEGATIVEI-15C Crew SYSTUIS Div 1 SI 011 — CC3
HSC LAUHCII SI TC ItDICAL (;VS. BRA11CH - DDIK
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Analyst	 DUCK
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Date Completed
— — — — — — — — —
JUIIE 2, 190
— — — —




	 EU VI R011NENTAL HEALTH ElJGI11CC11111G
FORM OH-1	 C'UENTHEr,/UJO
K SC
(n.OJA)	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
\111^ Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
J.	 PAS;iOC411TCp	 W"I..'c Phone
Co —W2





Received by Date Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IUJIC	 S'--12CIESI:
— — — — — — — — — —
— — —





Copt L.. Ull or-i l oil!) WWI.
Yis-i c ru:u L- oor - 14fic. '	 Tilam':OLD C- 000	 1 10.	 3	 111;,11 UN JCR .1 1 11"f L
U7^iw Wlicil , i'5 t-1,11 . L
TI U-IJIDITY	 UUITS i Lit I c"11 I L: 3 C. Uncl, • 14,7i L •
COLoo,	 T,, .-, uL:	 0119L.1	 b Ull I T S k*.:. C U " ,.,v U11 0C. t1 • 1-1 C1 L
il I C K LL Ull uZil . 11-4 L
;'AaTICULATCI! -, Ill.
U110cf?
^'.Il ': (if Cocos	 w LQUALS Ub W',/ L
1: ! -1'4'1;	 12 1 C tu-'ns 31U19 CQUALS 11C.j L
2	 f	 . I I C Ct;!;,- Icilic UODU111 0. 1 1111.
.7 1.0 I I I U Utl U W) L: R 1.1 t :i L
III C I-C:;s o- ." 's S I Un U -*. I J L.., I):;/ L
c.-) , r;	 U S I L IC.1 Ullocl. I W,/ L
(Jul 11 C 11.111000 Uel 114L
STE: :l I L I TY1
Tv 
I 
s	 U.1 0.:T P.ISSESI- TUL	 VC-.jUL;S-; CU AlIALYSIS.	 1 u71ii. = 'UCCATIVE
C0LIV0rJ1 CuUUT =	 XCATIVC
'1!.4Li.-LUIC #"4 jj'.LY3I9	 • I.CCAYIVI-7
""C	 l " C;3ICl!*.a61	 w AvIslons CC-7
Yl:.kST AQU t6LLJ3 = ULCATIUL
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CUftt
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Junz 21 9	 1
- - -
Analyst Date Completed
Approved by Reference Notebook
;JVI 1.LJ.1 I1E1.'TAL	 ECALTil	 CC:'; 1 0	 1
FORM OH-11
KSC	 rR^
a	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code	 Request Date 	 i;i► y :::1t ^:^ ►;^
Phone
Sample Description
.:.vJil.: ^Ei: Yul.i L .", ib,•--..Ui




Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
^......— 1 t.I	 ,)Date	 Log Number





-- - - - - - -
ANALYSIS:
COULi 01:4'1 1J2TY	 =	 Co-" ; :: 	 II I C':Ur:f:(5:%;'CSt Cttt.c::1 ;:2 U11D:::. •t:.. W4 t.
Psi » C1" c nVj L
•► 1^ 1 ..4	 •L J t JL t:	 — ..J	 . iJ^ ♦ , 11'.'/ LLL11J UIJUL.. .t,.
I • J..I.0	 .'a.J1..^J v 	 ^.	 It,. (4^t:	 ..... .J t. UI1 ^.. i •• r
^/rrt'	 L
Ca V.	 — :::':...	 ii	 .Sti:iLD ► :O•	 .') {^:,,C:1 .7 UU^'i! : •	 ,^ 1U:/ L
1::.".i:Jl'iY	 -^	 ^-•i'.	 Gt1 {7S .^ilt.'JC.. WlJ:.:. !`••:^ flu( [.
t;ac.c:.,	 iras:c	 =	 I;:.DE::	 S.^ ih .ls 7.I^:c ut:^_:
.(; t1::/ L 
1311'.t;::^1UE1 Ut1UC •L^:;3 tl:../L
i ► 1 	 v L 	 aC 5/ 3 -.:	 I.L CtIL"'	 /iL L^^^ rlyL




......	 vir	 '• : ,	 sr	 1.j Pcc.:;st ;tl utl^..: 11C/LSILICA UuOL.:
U STC(ALITY:
To1'AL JACTCtiIA = J-%^(i::ti CGL/U ,4' t1L
i :115 1;,:^ 3 C5 i' r '.°i ti	 C3 L'J%.'. ►1 ^^II:.L /`S l 5 a	 CtiL IF Gldl CGU(1 i 	 i!"!CAir 1 VU




YCAST A00 ibLUS = I:I:GA ► IVC1r.7
ti r 1•.:w:iiti :ili.. ...:=irC•'.f. .:^.1i`a ...•.iCC:1^ 11.:.\
I.i;::Fll ; rt`,::•IC•:il ..l.t:l;1:L'LL^ uv'.1:^Y^ (;:.LIF•
-- - - - -- 
--------------------------- atom-2; ter- -----
Analyst	 Date Completed
Approved by /	 3 	 Reference Notebook




T ,tL^^	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
r^^Y :^i	:..a1J
Phone
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
Cull	 :J., (Ai0,	 FIL';L.2	 40 11.6 Alin	 'li' S
Location
Received by	 Date	 ^'•	 •^'	 ^' '^^^')^	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 — A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
r l r ! ',L
	




 VL	 L#cu4T1 VL
1• c,•T	 ..	 I1Li(:(1'i 1 VC	 ILL U.ITI VU
C'c..T L	 IILCATIVL	 1JLGATIVC.
FO..T	 I.CG1iT1VL	 1I/'11
11i 15	 3TL. . ILIZ.+T10.1 PIISSL:S T(JC	 C: CLUCSTCO SPCCIVICATIONS.
CCs	 ;:n " vi rmT, GS–CUC -7M
,Otl	 01ACC,	 Cf:Ctl `'YSTi:113	 JIV.
il:ri,	 L".L)f1CN	 SI i^	 i.:::)IL'^ll.	 '^ •PC::,ITIULJS	 J.;'^.wC11
I.. : WLU, r'GL'VL1'	 IVG 1)C01CI:JC JIV. 	 (u •7)
– – – – – – – –	
-
	
– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –(:. ►Y	 1,	 1	 'Analyst	 Date Completed
Approved by	 ^	 -^ ^/	 -^	 Reference Notebook
!,	 (.:^tC::I:C,
	




TE►^ Ia	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
Julia 21	1J69
Il.	 Ci.O5ltCy,	 11^,l Phone&.31) 7-.102
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
PPOLLO PO 'iAOLC UATCR
C;1 1 •i ,	 ('PCLLO	 12
FWAL FILL, Ua mtt Gull PF &, ,.0 1P1 TO TCST POIIIT 3
Location
^^++,^	 t `c	 t^P L i I I()a r.	 ^.tIAI1DCti	 La, 11S^ (>~
Received by 	 Date 	 ^J	 Ir:i,_+1	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Du. Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
D1t1111% CI) 1) AUD IJOSC rCI10VGD FOIL LCAII RCPAIII, 	 SAIIPLC Ur ► IVC0 PCC WNI.,
Cct
UC-7, WC Pr.CVCUTIVC NCOIC111C DIV.
cC —:i,	 i 1SC C I:cU S ys i L'1IS ',)IV.
D ".6,	 11SC Ir,uucl) SI-rc laa)ICAL 0115.	 CIJADCII
110t:TlI PfICLICAU iiOCKWZLL,	 J!OWEV, CAUr.







Approved by	 -J	 Reference Notebook





Requestor, Organization, Mail Cod
:!e Cr03::CY^ G.":::
e Request Date
.kl:1c Z. 1 DGJ
Phone
7-5132
Sample Description	 Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
P-POLLO POTACLF: I1.a1Cn
C:1 1 :-, ;,NOLLO 12
	 i X1::1 lCl.t: C OiIUT E {Ui'.1L SOLIUS FOP,
FILIAL FI LL, . ASTc TAU K 	 :alGttl[Ci': is EVALU .111U11
Location
:.r.•.Iru:^t: Cltancea L, tlSC3
Received by	 "r ^V	 Date  	 Log Number	 "`f
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S-A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
ANALYSIS:
To-; AL •.' CS7DUE = 1 11CA
PACT I CULATC/!;, 3 11L
0-13 111Cams = P: sscs
10-25 i11CCOus = 12G
,I5-5D 111clions = 24
53-1010 111c pals = 4
103-2..ry) 111ci10135 = o
cc: LS-GIG-32
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
^c ; t us
Analyst	 Date Completed	
JU"C Of 100
Approved by	 /	 /	 Reference Notebook





''	 a	 a 5	 -	
.1
K S C
MA)	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date Julie 2, 1 _;;:^
lia	 C(:05aEYj	t,Ll:: Phone
7^:..^.. 7-^> 002
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
VOLLO PO ADLr U.4 T CR
C:l tuv,	 : NOLLu	 12,	 I It1AL I-ILL
NOT L;A, Ec 00!.T PF S, CC 11% Tu TLST P01'OT 3
Location




Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IE "11C S?CCU'SS
— — — — — — — — — — — —
PEi	 C,L) ;	 2500 Cawlioll UaU.2r.	 C, 1 tIG^L




CCU. ► L5	 •
inS:E :'1:ID COO:' = 0011C "' 	 T0L:CS00LU COUR 110. 3 05 C.)	 I(:b11 UU:;::!1	 •^ ti^^/L
LL.io unur:a	 J.(^Z tint/ Lq
unrk)IDITY = 0•5 Ul;liS
•	 Ii ::,1^;a1CSE UtlJcil	 'til f1 =i L
COLOR, TI.UC = UNDC1 1, 5 tt1ITS IILl:CUC:Y UDDER	 U.'jI Ii 'A
11icarIL C?UALS Il l/L
SILVUR U00CR tlG. L
1111$ ULPOCT Fni! S THE PCQUESTLO AWALYSIS 1= 011	 ?It1C EQUALS	 .i;ci t1F:^L
I-I1ct1CGSIUr1 LS
STECALITY. Cul.o::l,1t: c^;UnL S u. t:!i n:,i L
CCtr	 CI)	 t :IC:1T,	 LS rLUt11'1titI Ul1J::,	 ^.` ilG/L
III P	 C4iur!i'iV, i1coicille .)IV., X-7	 hOT^:SSfUri U11JLU	 aLj rlQft.
NX C12L11 SYSTUIS Jtv., r:(,+J SILICA UW-Ic Al	 •J IIG/L
UX L-,u(7Ci)	 A—ri: i:,A)'CAL 6.'S• 1k:.-MC11 9 XUCIILO12IWE CQUALS OeU wy. L
QOr,-, l :r1Li:rCAU 6iCCRUC-LL, 	 jUILAICY, CALIF,	 STCCILIYYS
•DOTAL 13ACTCUTA = UO:)joijo COL/1'. 1t') II
COLIF'0I31 CiW 11T = WCUATIVII
IIIA(:.xU1C f[JALYSIS = uL•GATlVZ
YLAST AUD i iULOS = 611 UGAY 1 VC.
-- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
r. On 11; 5
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -- -- -- — — — —
.IUUG ^,	 ^ .)^^ — — —
Analyst Date Completed
[	 l ..Approved by	 ""^" Reference Notebook
•	 L.;i Out t r	 I1CC^ t	L11VIG0f3I,L iS AL	 IIeA1.711	 0)(1,101:C11111G
FORM OH-1
=sir-^ _.:	 --^- 	 ^ ._._	 - - -.^i`a -''--'_`•-'^-	 - --	 — -
KSC.^WA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date JU 11L'	 2,	 1:)G:)
J,-rF 	 -.'GGI.:TS Phone
I' 44I L-1 00—S i AI1DA+a^D 7-trJ:j^
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
121011	 PUItI TY	 ".ATM1 S ;:C-C-27






' Received by Date _ Log Number —
Priority:
	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
LECTRICAL CONDUCTI VITY	 III 25DC
PA.ZTICULATG/5CJ Ill.
0-161 111CIONS a PASSES
1 Gj -200 m C oos - 1
200 -250 wlcaotls = J
Ovc p 251 tticulls = 0
THIS SAIIPLC	 PASSES THE l2L•000STCD ANALYSIS.
— — — — — /^— D171 1—]  s — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —J ULIE— — 2—, —l:.%— —9 — — — — — —G-9
Analyst Date Completed
/
/Approved by 	 ^ "^ Reference Notebook




TG"t^I^	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report




Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
HIGH PURITY SPEC-C-27
LCG #093 CONDUCTIVITY,	 PARTICULATE
Location
ECS BLDG.
Received by ' 	 ADK I NS Date	 6/2/69	 Log Number 6906-8
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
PH = 6.8
CONDUCTIVITY =	 . 65 MICROMHOS/CM @ 250C•
PARTICULATES
0 -160 MICRONS = PASSES
160-200 MICRONS = 0
200-250 MICRONS = 0
OVER	 250 MICRONS = 0
THIS	 SAMPLE	 PASSES	 THE	 REQUIRED	 ANALYSIS.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Analyst	 WR IG
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
6/2/69Date Completed
Approved by Reference Notebook
P.	 LATORRE,	 MGR.,	 ENVIRONMENTAL	 HaA^TH	 ENGINEERING
COPY
v
K S C	 pWA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date	 JUNE	 3,	 1969
JEFF ROBERTS Phone
HAMILTON-STANDARD 7-4009
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
LIQUID COOLING GARMENT SPEC-C-27
LCG #096 CONDUCTIVITY AND	 PURITY
Location
ECS	 BUILDING
Received by	 ADK I NS Date	 6/3/69	 Log Number	 6906-10
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — 
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ELECTRICAL
	
CONDUCTIVITY =	 .43 MICROMHOS /CM @° 250C
PARTICULATE/500 ML
0-160 MICRONS = PASSES
160-200 MICRONS = 0
200-250 MICRONS = 0
OVER 250 MICRONS = 0
-- — — — — — — — —
  -RIGHT — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —	 — — — — — — —.JUNE	 4,	 19
Analyst Date Completed
Approved by Reference Notebook
LATORRE	 MGR. ENVIRONMENTAL	 HEALTH	 ENGINEERING
Aaw
K S C
TWA	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING M.
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Cod.- Request Date 	
jjrll3 4e
11.	 cuosI(GY,	 1'j#';1 Phone
7. •	 n L	 f}.
_5 02
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
f-POLLO POTACLE UATCR
C3 1::3,	 fNGLLO	 i::,	 i-2ti ['(:1(lt. CI:Ci1
u(:IIIEC
	
(ti(J I'F WX IP TO 1 'L- ST P0111T
Location
f, LSI TUDC Clumocri L, itW
Received by	 L	 :I 1:_`..Y Date	 t•-I^••C 	`	 , Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:




— — — — — —
P11 = G.2
	
' 25 C CALIJIUn oil U1111 u.w 11C4L
TOTAL ".'CSI:UC = U(1JG(, 1.0 11:7A C[J"Orilun U.110Utt 0,ul &:/t.
!)t AS'i t: AI! E) 1. UOCt = 13011C13011C1 Ut:CSIIULU CUPPCl2('ltlroti	 110. UUJCII 0,(Z 11(:% Lo0U UUMN? tf. i t4G/ L
Tu'.'otiliw = 0.2 f.) oITs LEA U0001 („i•J fly/L
11i[)C.1UCSC Uil:)Lt, l^,Ca1 tic It.
CCLO(:	 ii:UE = UIlOEtJ J vUfl'S i1c"CuRY U:1UCU U'U1 UC/t.
PALTICULATC/ra'J t1L 111C3CL U[lbcn i1,(.:i WV L
SILV'CR ullocl: u.C•^ t1,:^L_	 oc _0-11 111C(.U,15 -- Passu5
^t;1C E:LCfriLS t^ .1 (lciLl`	 'a [11CaUl1S '	 :Sii UlcilC31U61 UUUc[: UG/L
:^:i•J'1 111 c ' .naS	 =	 If C[iLOl:lr)C LQUfiL.''i U•i? 11G/L1';-i•3'i	 (liC ;:C:1Si	 v f.Lu;Il(lull UlUoUl 10 1144.1G5•25 J  I11Ct:011S 1TO4AS.cilU11 Ut1GCR L, US t1C:/L
SILICA U(IDER t11115 11,,;/ L
iU1S ('.CPO: T FAILS UCT t:(3QurSTCD ANALYSIS
FOR .STCE:ILITY, STt II1LISYII
TOTAL UAC?GRIA = I!Z,UO3 COL
CCt	 Cu ^:rICf1T,	 LS•1IIC —j4 i'-'1	 t1L
1wC i'::LV!al
	
1'Jli iiCUICINE	 DI-J., CC-7 	] CaLlro[:rl C(wnv = I^ccArt•IJc
C::CU :%`l5YCI1.`i	 JIU.,`.^-:; ?;[IAGi:O(t1C WALYS IS = 1t'1GA'i 1 VC[,Sr.” Uwoca SIT[i NUDICAL 0s. 312A(IC11	 i.191 YL-ASS AND HOLDS = ik:GATIV4
i.011 ill i tIL'Z IC AU	 ^:OGt ►t?CLL,	 ►. GtRICY, Cf.L 1 PO+?U! A
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
^J
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Analyst Date Completed
Approved by Reference Notebook




f i/AJ	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
Phone q
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
^p t i.f. y POT'-= UATUN
^i	 i	 `>>	 ^'l^C:!. rJ	 Iii,	 1.;:1r i^t:liic	 vCtili
liU 7	 h13 Pr- S?X 1A TO Tc3T -. 1OItJT 3
=Location
Received by =t::r? .Y Date  	 ;	 (•;' ►:; _ :;	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
IGi:1l; :x?^CILS!
— — — — —
--
P11 = 6.2 '7)  25 C CAWfUll *	 ul3Ut::1 U.GI = "-
- TOTAL I;cslour- = 1.0 t10/1. CtJl:ctltutl	 uuo1:;: Oe.si cttCopal: ►a	 na^c:: U.if5 r1^%
TAsTC AUD Oooa :s th-tic (- T uaESt1OLD ODOR 110.	 3	 If.	 l	 WIDE," ^1. 1 	- 110/t.
Lc.P:a	 UiIDCP. o.L'ti 114TU-0101TY = 0.3 UU1TS ItU-1u:►tICSE	 =	 U110 CP 01U1
COL000 TI:UC = unen 5 WI TS hc-[`Cuoy	 uuut:n o.-j13 tt^^t
I11 C::i:L	 EQUALS l:.s 11C;f
SILVUQ	 1.11113Ci 1%.^:^ il^lt
i`1118 UPO::T FAILS Ttic rcQuc-s CD Zlt:c	 e QUA :; (:.ir:i F1CJt
ANALYSIS FOR STCAL1TVo 1°hanuslull	 EQUALS U.L.2 ilirrI
CIILD:A' t-i	 CQut1LS U.0 tic/I
PLUOIDUI .1	 U1101"c7 1U 1-1G/I.
POT .:3$lut•1	 ullDr:": U.U5 licit
SILICA	 UIIDCR 015 f4GI
Siren ILITYS
' TOTAL :;ACTG ;IA = 404000 Ca/lou 1%
COLIFOnta COU11T a IIC GAY IVC
CCi	 ED t'r1Gln, LS-E11C-52 s* u AECCa1C !"t1ALVS13 = ili;GATiVL'
11SC	 PIZEVi.tIT1Uti IIL• UIC1;1L'	 ^IV.e DC-7 YEAST At10 iioLDB = NEGATIVE =I'ZC UCH :+VSTWS UIV., ''C—J
IiX I.Au1JC11 Sm? i1CU1CAL `OPS. UnAtIC111 WK
I10G711 TAC01 CAU i:OCIiIJULLe UOWlJLYv CALK',
-- — — — DuCR ^^ }--------------____----- .1U
pB 170-17)0 — — — — — — — -
Analyst
	 - Date Completed
-414Approved by — Beference Notebook
.	 L.ilGi.^:1:,	 ► 1ui.,	 L;JVI.:OUI1Et1TA L 	 ICALT11 LUCIUL1011IG
FORM OM-1
K SC
(MMA)	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code 	 Request Date
Phone
-11 T ---I	 A V n A R 0	
7
Sample Description	 Analysis Requested (Specification Required)




Received by	 Date	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:






T i i s s;, t prx P.A.- -t E S Ti'._ '-%CQV --- ST E3 A-11 A". Y5 I ^ .
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Juri x 4. 19-10
Analyst	 Date Completed
Approved by	 Reference Notebook
r- ^






ENVIRONMENTAL HEAP TH ENGINEERING 	 —
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date	 ,^
.phis 40 1=
97. DAY;, CY iC Phone	 — -	 —
GA{:C-fa i-3574





CS^'J1.11 2, ► Ctt. A
C1.111 ZVW 41 sue, FILTER  S/t{ 105 --- AUD CS&D-U4•.6-Zur:J
-Location
EUVIV0111 01TAL ItALrl1 WORAT 0 Y -
•
"?I .iTE:tReceived by Cam: -^	 tli:) Date	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency	 -	 -
(Ou. Date)
– – – – – – – –
ANALYSIS:
– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 	 – – – – – – – – – – 
–
F INAL [. I31ILTS FOLLI WINC STCP.ILIZATIOU ( 0.^.CAHISMS/11M HL)
TOTAL CUOU? = COLI'>r Ot. l COU11T	 —	 — -
PORT A HECATiVE 11111GATIVC
PORT 0 li4,;A 'e 1 VL' IJECAT1 V&	 -_ - —
PORT C REGATIVC. =	 NEGATIVE
PORT A-W h-EGAT 1 WE CVA
THIS STEr: 11LIZATI4U PASSES THE REQUCST39 SPECIRICATl0us.
cc o Ea Wall a, LS-E'"-32
Doti PBlcr; ' t-SC ClIM S1rsTGts Div. (X-3).
^1SC. LAuacH S irz- Ac oiciL -'n. -i--AUCf1
1:. SAUER, P.1CJE.frIVE ilEDICINC ( D;.'-7)	 _	 _￿
Ts ynna FLIuil7 Cr.CJ :•YS1'EHS QUALITY (lr-43) (NAR ONLY)
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Analyst	 DUCK	 = Date Completed Jvi1s be flew
Approved by	 r 'f 	' =--^	 - Reference Notebook
N. LA cC:r"r ttr.,, Cwar.Ct.ttI1:iTAL ItALTH 411CIYCsIIRi110 	 - - _-
i1CtlH1^.TE -CORM OH-1
IK S C	 ^-
^r>3^ 	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report




0, JOLLY	 Wfi: Phone
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
CcJU





Received by	 Date	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency(Du. Dots)






FULLG:JIIIG	 STEiAL1ZAT10:)	 {02GA1'JlS11V1'ji.) 110
Ivml. C(CfJT	 Ct;Llrr)::II CUUIIT
rOi:T rn	 [:G^ 1i t JC	 14CCATIVE
V0!:T	 UGGAT 1 VC	 t;LUAT I VC
o::T C	 UCaATIVC-
Tills STCIJ 1 L I ZATI 011 VASS ILS T(JG PCQUGS T MI SPCC 1I" ( CATI OUS.
CCs	 CU t 't.1011T,	 L^..^.+^..•ii..
.;OU r^ '.:ICC P XG Ci:Ltf SYSTL• IIS UIV.	 0-C-0





U.	 S::UCI:,	 i'lluvr-oTI Vti	 id i11CtfJti	 ^ ^.-/^
ITT^7itp	 FLIcin	 Ct;LtJ	 :iYSTOIS	 ' UjiLITY	 ^Li:..^ ;)	 fait"^:	 WILY)
-- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
J.UC.IC 	 .k.I,I.:	 1	 ,	 i	 :.) .Analyst	 Data Completed
Approved by	 Reference Notebook
'•	 ii^:C1:'::E^	 i:GI:.^	 i:J^'I.:L'+lllaJT.11.	 is::,11.YI1	 [:U+:Ii11:Cl:lUG
dM OH-1
ENVIRONMENT ^ ENGINEERING -
ArM
motor, Organization, Mail Cotes 	 Request Date	 Jum
Cao:,t y t:Y, ail'.:	 ￿_	 ne	 --_MEE
Description-	 —	 AnaiyWs	 ted (Specification !	 —
^t'OLLC, la t,?At11.0 UATC'. Pt:Ct1 -
C	 i .:,	 ^4-.Ivs	 C.t,:ti,
3,cl:up ;:t.c:, L-r t'PeLLO 1^	 -_ 	 ^F	 YCS$-
-
_	 'itl +LIUtS	 l:tl'd::;Ct:	 i.,	 il,





-	 -	 Ate- _	 _
-	 tow o.W
LL'C?t31CAI. COU DUCT I W 	 ^.^	 tttrtlq	 =;; C-	 —	 -
Pit a 'i .:: = u^`C	 --	 - - --
	
pr	 - 't	 _
7fYAt.
	






kilt( LJbt: -- t:Utir, = Ttt::sS!,oLU LJO.: tIo•
1UITV = : ►.^ Jul is	 -	 -	 t:CJisY =_	 tStl	 =a+
_	 UICS.c.L	 _ AM
_^vL!► t, :^:tt; L UlluLt2 ^ ^:,I?S	 —	 —	 =1.1tC^:	 ^UJGs^^--
Ics	 -41A
_	 til.^l^ t11Ct21^ls = PnSSCt)	 -	 --	 CIN.o.•It)1T	 - 1••:;^
^f;..:a tIl Ct:t:t,8 % I e.J-r	 -- -	
—	 ^t.ut^t:llti -	 Utliri^2_	 1	 -_




ilt CS;t IiS	 3:^	 - _	 _	 _	 SI L1 `
	
1jt,LIL't	 i	 =	 t
e4-1LYCi: CG^Ui.ZJ WSt, `LL YCLLcW pAUTI19.Cu• 	 YIi.:IL
-	
-	 _ -	 Ta l- nL !%C-- cat—" _ i0AA —c




°	 CC:1-.^ 41:1	 t^1y	 L^?^.3+{'4.1.: 	 _- -	 -	
__—	 i	 :(_^UI u	 Y$`S_ a ^^L.--s
We 141 -L irli I !JL iw..)' I C i t1L I 1 J•, OW_ 	 - - -= Yly '1SY Ate_ --- - --	 --
ttrt: L` :'tC;l ^YvTa15 Lit-^.^ }'^.^^	 - -- -	 -

















Requestor, Organization, Mail Code	 Request Date kA IL: 52 FX)




Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
S/C V-3
two VOUTy -(-Za nu	 .1ms" "tict'.U p C'xU
Cautzaa Tcs? or 0"PUL0 12	 IPF WCC V. To TLOT P0111T 3
;'LTI TU Jt: 011AMCO
Received by	 11.1 • I •	 Date Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A .P. Emergency
Iowa Date )
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ANALYSIS:
- - - - - - - M - - - - -
WMICS1
- - -
i:L.:C';1.ICAL C(AIJUCTIVITY a 1.1) 911 C 11 CC I I 1051CA I	 Z!; C Cp.utllua uim:v . 1305 F"
U
p li L: 7.1 t.- 4; C Cti':v1lIUfI UIDDLIZ W Ilq/
CuppC.1 UUDU .` 5 11 L1
aus-c nio Cz)c;-. = HmL k") TM-1-SUGLO UU (in NO. J Ul I C' L V.
Ci e.) Ujivs U.13 Ullu'UR
COLCn. T::UC a UJOC-11 U V: I I S L-, c wni SA
I CI;L?L l: (!U;'LS Irj
I LAN! fifloull etz fir,/
Tuis '.ZPO,-T PAILS TIC I.CQUEUEW fWALYS IS{ FOR Zinc U113un 83-V
r, T 17, )1 L 1 1-1, iLw!J'L!j%IUfI L QU :1.S I"4C/
COLO i: I :X tic
cct	 lu ' bicia t	 LS•E;Irj-:Ll U113cu, I
NSC	 :"iv., DC•7 1QT;i3SJL91 U1I3W
IiX C'.L-w Wriv L:113	 . , I ,J.	 X SI L ICA UoDca ' D 1111
bi` '^ (;	 L11,I)CII SITE 11L:4"jlC r L LPS,	 Jr-AIXII.,	 2=
130-All "W-4- 1 1C .111 S'7L:i:ILITVI
TO tit Ji.CYCIIIA	 S25, CW
COL IrD41 COWIT	 WE UAT I VV==—Z
1"U.1Cw L4C ir JALYSIS = UCCATM-11




K SCIWA)	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code 	 Request Date
J.	 Phone
Sample Description
	 Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
-C i !' To " cs -e- •'Ou"T
Location








(,a	 C C^Dllt Un U: a E: 11.
WME It L
T-, VAL - 'c st i .wa	 .4 W-ji 13	 ; L
Trs -rc .1 :a ;iDrj ;.	 Uow:	 Cia)01,'	 3 1''..:1 -Ca 011 'fIt	 L
L U *. I ,, C ": 0	 !; W-l"L
I	 I T V	 I 't S
C S E: L%!liYL:.' I*.*-j L
L
11-./ L
o I L V W10U. [I-/ L
i;-V;	 111c;x'Is	 'j-'-.SsL5 I I(;(. Y'./ L
U(1 n1• : 1 L
5 0j I ! ).- U1.1:) "1-' 91--l"L
r-I I C 1.,::' 1 S UU9ca t1aJ 1-1 L;,' L
t"/ L
-PIL I Cl- 11-1101:1. Q.!) l l;:j L
-,L!-C[, T	 i: P.tLS	 TIJC	 AZIALYSIS
FC:'.	 SYLLILITYo
ST U!Z I L I T'-':
IIIL
C ,W.m;.,.n CcuuT 1 V
:C641TlVr
cu.-	 Fl u l* -.4rum, 	 LS-!:':'. YC.'.!iT ALL) iiiLUS	 il' U-1711 V-
X-7
— — — -- — — — — — — - — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -
	
- — — — — — — — — — — —
Analyst	 Date Complett;
Approved by	 Reference Notebook














K S CQ!705	ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERINGAnalysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date Juct:
	
1::,	 1:1GJ
JIFF	 i:0!^:: PTS Phone
I:.?tl I LTCt:-S7.'11J ^A:: U 7^^^`i^
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
Ill ^I1 	 PU::ITV	 ''ATOP SPCC C-27 F0: CCIIDUCTIVITY MD





Received by Date  	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency(D-2 Date)
ANALYSIS:
ELECTEACAL COI1DUC - IVITY = 0.35 itm civics/en	 25°C
PAIJICULATCS
PAU C F
0-160 III CPOUS = PASSCS
1 i^%-Li;D 191 C `Ci7S	 = C
20'-250 ttic OIIS = t1
OVEa 250 191cro ► Is = 0,,
T111S	 S^.11PLC	 PASSES T11C rzzQUCSTCiD AIIALYSI S.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ali Dcasca











ik	 ., CI1J I : ; OWIMITAL HEALTH alClUCC-AUG
FORM OH-1
K S C
Y ^Q	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date	 6/12/69
JEFF	 ROBERTS Phone
HAMILTON-STANDARD 7-4009
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
HIGH	 PURITY WATER SPEC-C-27
LCG #E093 FOR CONDUCTIVITY AND	 PARTICULATE
Location
ECS BUILDING
BUCK 6/12/69 (1700) 6906-39Received by Date	 Log Numoer
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ELECTRICAL	 CONDUCTIVITY = 0.22 MICROMHOS/CM @ 250C
PARTICULATE:
0-160 MICRONS =	 PASSES
160-200 MICRONS =	 1
200-250 MICRONS =	 1
OVER 250 MICRONS = 0




— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Date Completed_— 6-12-69
— — — — — —
Approved by 1	 Reference Notebook





TC	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
.I1111li	 I a,	 l .ii,
u. .i(;LGY, W-2 Phone
c Et ..V,; 7-5102
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
L	 ti 1411(m	 ulsnilserl C`'>'^-2'/	 ,	 i.'LV.	 5
Cull S/ii 41 JU All)?	 1: S—S(:11;^3-ri;5l:jt'1
Location
C%U1: ^^iltiGr)TAL :Y:.-%TII LADUNAT00Y
Received by	 ( 'U` ('	 Date	 '  	 Log Number C.''. 
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — —
F 1 1112— 	VCSULTS FOL'.CU 10G STE( : 11.IZAT1011 (OaGAU1 9SH!v/1-DI ttt,)
TGTit,.
PVT P I1c. caTi VG
POPT . I;	 11EG"a 1VE
Po:)T C	 • EICGAT I VC
Po(: T P.—C11,	 i1CS1T1 VG
Tills SSERILIZATILJ PASSCS TUE: RCeUCSTCD SPCCIFICASiGUS. 	 !)ILLY TEIC DRI11K 01SPCUSCR,
no FILTCR, UAS S YC:ILIZL:D.
CCt	 CD t:i1GllTj,
Cotl Pnlcc, 14SC C. cu SV5.	 DIV.,	 X-5
1^;C L; ncii S1TC fief.	 Grs. ©:tL'1Cli.,
IiA2	 Y	 ST::11,1E:T,
.:.	 Sr!Auu(:,	 1-'::E:VE:Ut (JC	 i t t:01CIl c,	 :IC-7
TITTCFt,, I'LIG11T C(XII SYS. 	 i UALITY	 (iiC-1C) 	 ( Il'1T UN LY)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Analyst	 :'lt^C:?StXI	 Date Completed	 Jima: 1 9,	 1X0
— — — — — —
i
Approved by	 Reference Notebook











K S C	 1^
A	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report




NAII ILTO:1-STA?&10' 0	 7-4001
Sample Description	 Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
111-11 PUt';ITY	 OPEC C-27 rot: C000UCTIVI TY -110
LC  T'00_?	 PA;ZY ICULATC
Location
ICS OUILDIUG
Received by	 10 ,-r	 Date u% 1 ^^G.^ (1	 '^	 Log Number
Priority:	 Routine	 A.S.A.P.	 Emergency
(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
•
ELECTP I CAL COIIOUCTIVI TY = .3 111CR0N110S/Cn Ci 2500
P ^'1C71CULAT^^:i-: ` ^ t1L
l t'• -a^ . l _+ 111 c ..0E 1 S = •^
ov E ti 251 rl I c t:etls = r,




— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 
—
CUCr	 Junk: 13, 190Analyst 
	
Date Completed
Approved by	 ^ ^	 Reference Notebook




TCt^"^^	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING =^
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date
IL C Uli XV, Phone
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
-POLLU 11471:1! PPI -11 U.A STC YAW',
:j(.	 1	 l y 	 !Ijou.O 121
Vtj S FLI C:U, P	 :i^ Wit; ^'1 TO[ 5Y i l (iltt ► 	 3 PL I.1	I:f:QULS:[	 l
AtJA LYSI S
Location
T E S TY 	 iSS'I,'B
Received by Date Lcg Number
Priority:	 Routine A.S.A.P. Emergency(Due Date)
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
ANALYSIS:
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
I::il l is	 5:= C I
— — — —
E.
— — — — — — — — —
t'!l '
	 1 •^	 _t C ^a^t1tU11 0111DGC •(;L•5 IICA
TcYAL	 .:t'S/Il[° = I ?.,S	 I1?fL C!;::G1IImI unl -'C;: L.i•'a 11'4 L
CGPPI:it UIJ(IC f ' lj * 05 lira L
iAST:: At;) '0J00 = ' !00U' _' T[ "U;1101.0 C"IJOU Wo.	 ,[a fl t1?1[^t	 is i l .^ I1''/L
IU:.DIt l IYY	 =	 .^^ i fJt':3 LCr'io 1111jLi1 (L^.ia tiCjL
i:aI1C;liilESl:" Ut1UGi1 ► . [.c_;] 11C./!.
CCLO;:y	 :tl'JC -	 UIJJi:i -, 	 J U.'J1°5 ika;CU!N UflCl[::'- ^i.ti,1',°5 t1"%L
I SSCL UEJ t: Xl'CCII	 - (" !1 tL I^ I CfeiiL C:^U ,LS t a tlt'j (.
vIL'Jt:IZ Ut It" laI uo i fj 11,4L
i 111C t1'`./ L
CC.	 l:0 t^.:lStl:^ !ih'1tL:SIGtl LQ.UA LS .02 tV;/'L
Ni'	 t'i_v.. - nTIC 1u lzta.	 i,ll'.^ ^C^7	 CllG^j! "IOG i^.t.) I1,.,JL
i'!X C:^.CU ^iY`i•
	
:^1°T	 .	 :C.••:i f:Lt1li11JU:1 u  lf)' C G.:i fl('/ L
L. UiICIT ",i	 E	 it.  0.	 LP 3. E^t:l^UCI1	 ^-:.^	 r^0' Iau51Ut9 UiIU[ l: Vt.i.r^ i1G/L
IIGi Yli	 IlCRICAtI ::OCIiIIGLL i .0 1JUCY, CALIF.	 SILICA UIiDC:: G.5 IK;jL
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Ltivii
Analyst	 r ^^
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Date Completed
— — — — — — — — —
Ju"I C ^ '7y	 11)6"'
— — — —
Approved by	 J	 `' Reference Notebook







_	 —srr- -i ^r"-_-^	 ate.• r _.
•	 -3 r • t
KSC
ArM	 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEERING
Analysis Report
Requestor, Organization, Mail Code Request Date	
^vIJC l.^r
Phone
Sample Description Analysis Requested (Specification Required)
?CLL0
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ELEC'RICAL CONDUCTIVITY = 0.3 MICROMHOS/CM @ 250C
PARTICULATE/500 ML
0-160	 MiCPONS =	 PASSES
160-200 MICRONS = 0
200-250 MICRONS = 0
OVER 250 MICRONS = 0
THIS SAMPLE	 PASSES THE	 REQUESTED ANALYSIS.
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